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The World Bank, in its report titled “Commodity Market Outlook”, stated that the increase in energy prices
reached the levels of the oil crisis in 1973, that price increases will exceed 50 percent in 2022 and will slow
down in 2023 and 2024.
Goldman Sachs economists changed their expectations for the rate hike after the statements from the
European Central Bank (ECB) officials. The bank expects the first rate hike from the ECB to come in July.
Paolo Gentiloni, Member of the European Commission for Economics, stated that the union aims at the end
of 2027 to get rid of its dependence on Russian oil and gas.
While the oil production, which is the backbone of the Russian economy, is seen as certain to decline due
to the sanctions, alternative solutions continue to be sought in order to compensate for the possible losses
of the country in exports.
The Moscow Court of Arbitration has ordered the confiscation of assets worth 500 million rubles in Russia
belonging to Google due to restrictions on a Russian television company.
Announcing a package of measures due to the increase in energy and food prices, Japanese Prime Minister
Kishida called on the Central Bank to work to keep inflation at the targeted level.
Indonesia, the world's largest exporter of palm oil, plans to cease exports of refined, bleached and
deodorized palm oil from Thursday, Reuters reported.
Stating that Russia's attack on Ukraine threatens the recovery from the Covid-19 crisis and blurs the
medium-term global economic outlook, Scope Ratings emphasized that trade, energy, tourism and finance
are areas that spread the effects of this war and sanctions against Russia to other countries. Scope Ratings
emphasized that Turkey, Egypt and Middle-Eastern European countries are the most vulnerable to the
effects of the Russia-Ukraine crisis due to their ties in trade, energy and tourism.
According to the Wall Street Journal's report, Fidelitiy Investment will allow investors to add Bitcoin
accounts to employer-sponsored retirement accounts with defined contributions. Fidelity will be the first
major retirement plan provider to allow adding Bitcoin accounts to retirement accounts and investment
plans.
In a phone call with Russian President Vladimir Putin, President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan conveyed that the
continuation of the positive momentum gained in the Istanbul talks to open the road to peace between
Russia and Ukraine is in the interest of everyone.

The direction has turned down in the European stock markets . DAX is down and 13893, FTSE 100 up and
7395, CAC 40 down and 6438.
Strong sell-off experienced at the market opening in the USA today as well, and sales are concentrated
especially in technology stocks. Dow Jones is down and 33615, S&P 500 down and 4222, Nasdaq down and
13178.

XAU/USD
Gold's trading range today is 1895-1910, with the last trading price being 1907. The resistance
levels are 1915 and 1930, and the support levels are 1900 and 1890.
RESISTANCE 1 / 1915
SUPPORT 1 / 1900

RESISTANCE 2 / 1930
SUPPORT 2 / 1890

XAG/USD
The trading range of silver today is 23.50-23.92, while the last trading price is 23.60. Resistance
levels are 23.85 and 24.00, support levels are 23.35 and 23.00.
RESISTANCE 1 / 23.85 RESISTANCE 2 / 24.00
SUPPORT 1 / 23.35 SUPPORT 2 / 23.00

DAX
The index's trading range today is 13975-14167, while its latest level is 13893. Resistance levels
are 14000 and 14085, and support levels are 13870 and 13760.
RESISTANCE 1 / 14000
SUPPORT 1 / 13870

RESISTANCE 2 / 14085
SUPPORT 2 / 13760

ETHEREUM
The trading range of Ethereum today is 2908-3036, the last trading price is 2916. The resistance
levels are 2975 and 3040, and the support levels are 2910 and 2800.
RESISTANCE 1 / 2975
SUPPORT 1 / 2910

RESISTANCE 2 / 3040
SUPPORT 2 / 2800

• All recent market values in the report represent the values at the time the report was written.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER: The texts, information and graphics in this report
and the comments are the first sources available in good faith and their
accuracy, validity and effectiveness, in short, in any form, form and
name, without constituting any guarantee, guarantee, and only
information on the basis of any decision. Compiled in order to obtain.
From the comments in these reports; Efor Forex and its employees are
not responsible for any damages that may arise in matters such as
missing information and / or updates. Efor Forex can change and / or
eliminate such information and recommendations at any time, in no way
and in any way, without the need for prior notice and / or warning.
This report and comments, prepared for the purpose of providing
information in general, comprehensive information,
Since it does not contain any commitment of Efor Forex in any way and
in any way, the decisions to be taken, the results to be reached, the
transactions to be carried out and any risks that may occur will be their
own and will be exclusive to these persons. For this reason, this report,
comments and information on the basis of the decisions to be taken by
private and / or legal persons, the results to be reached, all kinds of
material and moral damages, loss of profit, loss of profit, under
whatever name the concerned parties or third parties Efor Forex and its
employees will not be liable for any direct and / or consequential
damages and losses, and the concerned parties do not have the right to
claim any compensation from Efor Forex and its employees under any
name whatsoever for the damages incurred / to be incurred. they know
and accept. This report, comment and the information contained in the
"investment advisory" service and / or has no activity; people and
institutions who want to receive investment consultancy services,
It is obligatory to contact the institutions and organizations authorized to
provide the service and to receive this service in return for a contract.
The comments and recommendations contained herein are based on
the personal opinions of those who have made comments and
recommendations. Since these opinions are generally arranged within
the scope of general investment consultancy activity and do not contain
personal reports, comments and recommendations, they may not be
appropriate for your financial situation and risk and return preferences.
Therefore, making an investment decision based solely on the
information contained herein may not produce results in line with your
expectations.

